Abstract
Introduction
Recent research has led to the advent of software systems capable of performing query processing in sensor networks [11, 14, 10, 9] . Unlike other environments, query processing systems designed for sensor networks must incorporate energy awareness into the system to extend the lifetime of the sensor nodes and network. Existing query processors, e.g. TinyDB and Cougar, have met these requirements by pushing operations such as selection and aggregation within the sensor network in order to reduce communication costs [11] . Their approach is to construct a routing tree rooted at an access point (i.e., a base station), where queries are submitted, parsed, and optimized. The optimized execution plan obtained at the access point are then disseminated via the routing tree into the network for processing. Finally, the query results flow back to the access point also via the tree. Queries for sensor networks typically specify a sample rate. There are usually different sensors in each sensor node. Query results are generated by sampling node's sensors in the order defined by the query plan. To facilitate query optimization, metadata periodically will be collected (via the routing tree) by the access point in aggregated form from all nodes within the sensor network. This kind of query processing systems is referred to as the Centralized Query Processing System (CQPS), since it performs query optimization in a centralized manner (i.e. at the access point). An example of the CQPS is illustrated in Figure 1. As shown, this systems's infrastructure is typically a routing tree. 
Figure 1. Centralized Query Processing System
In this paper, we argue that query processers in sensor networks should continue the trend of pushing expensive computations within the sensor network. The above mentioned centralized approach to query optimization and spanning tree construction has some deficiencies with respect to query optimization and routing. To derive an execution plan utilizing this approach, the access point must first collect metadata from all nodes within the sensor network requir-ing excessive energy consumption (we argue that a subset of nodes in the sensor network can avoid sending their metadata). Second, the access point derives a single energy efficient query plan by utilizing the metadata collected from the sensor network. Such a centralized approach disallows two sets of sensor nodes that have different data profiles from executing separate query plans. This problem exists since the access point generates the query plan based on the aggregated metadata it has collected from all nodes in the sensor network. Since metadata (gathered by the access point) is in aggregated form, it may not precisely represent every nodes local metadata. As a result query plans generated by the access point will be in-efficient requiring nodes to utilize excessive energy sampling data from its sensors. We argue that multiple nodes should perform query optimization within the sensor network. Finally, the access point distributes the execution plan to all nodes within the sensor network, who will in turn execute the query and return the results to the access point via the routing tree. A routing tree is inefficient since aggregation can only transpire between two childrens data packets at an intersecting parent. For instance, in Figure 1 , multiple paths are utilized to route data packets from nodes 1 and 2 to the AP (nodes 1 and 2 utilize paths 1,14,12,9 and 2,13,11,8 respectively). A better solution would perform aggregation near the nodes that generated the data packets. In this example a better solution is as follows: 1) node 1 is designated to perform aggregation for nodes 1-6; 2) node 2 routes data packets to node 1; 3) node 1 performs aggregation; 4) node 1 routes aggregated data to AP. The concept of designating nodes to perform aggregation has been discussed in the context of clustering research [15, 12] . This research has shown that clusters will alleviate the energy associated with routing. In this paper we expound on existing research to intelligently adapt the network infrastructure based on the nature of queries active in the sensor network. This paper introduces a decentralized infrastructure to support query processing in sensor networksour main contribution. This infrastructure will distribute query optimization and query routing within the sensor network in order to alleviate the energy consumption required to: 1) collect metadata; 2) perform execution plans at sensor nodes; 3) route results from sensor nodes to the access point.
In this paper, we will first introduce a fully decentralized query processing system that generates efficient query plans and alleviates the energy costs associated with collecting metadata. Second, we will present a query processing system that utilizes node's innate spatial properties in order to alleviate the energy costs associated with routing data packets. Third, we will use the innate semantic characteristics of nodes to derive a query processing system that generates query plans that are more efficient in terms of energy consumption (relative to the CQPS). Finally, this paper will merge the spatial-based and semantic-based approaches into a hybrid approach.
A performance evaluation comparing the CQPS to our proposed query processors on the basis of energy consumption is conducted through simulation. Experimental results conclude that decentralizing query processing significantly reduces energy costs. In addition, experimental results show that the spatial and semantic properties of nodes are influential in designing a decentralized query processing system. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review existing approaches to support query processing, and discuss existing clustering algorithms. We then introduce in Section 3 multiple decentralized query processing systems. In Section 4, we conduct simulations to compare and analyze the energy consumption of the CQPS and our proposals.
Background
In this section, we review protocols to support query processing and clustering in sensor networks.
Query Processing
As briefly introduced, in the CQPS, queries are optimized at the access point. The access point will then disseminate the chosen query plans by broadcasting a routing tree build request (RTBR) to all adjacent nodes that are within the range of its radio. The RTBR message broadcast by the access point will contain the binary query plan, a level specifying the number of hops from the access point (initially the level is zero) and a node identifier specifying the sender of the message. Adjacent nodes hearing the build request will choose the sender as their parent, assign their level as one more than the level specified in the message, and save to memory this query plan if applicable. They will then continue to disseminate a message specifying the query plan, their level and identifier to all adjacent nodes, which will in turn continue this process until all nodes within the sensor network have been assigned a level in the routing tree. Utilizing this infrastructure, nodes send all query results to their selected parent, who in turn will forward the message to their parent. This process will continue until the message has been received by the access point. Ensuring that node failure does not break the connectivity of a path from a sensor node to the access point, the RTBR will be periodically re-broadcasted by the access point. Nodes participating in a query will periodically wake up from a sleep state, collect data specified by the query and route the query results to a adjacent node that is one hop closer to the access point and is within radio range. The sample rate in which query results are generated is defined in the user's query.
Query results are generated by sampling node's sensors in the order defined by the query plan. To facilitate query optimization, periodically metadata will be collected (via the routing tree) by the access point in aggregated form from all nodes within the sensor network.
Clustering
Recently many clustering algorithms have been proposed to create and maintain spatial clusters in a sensor network. This section reviews some well established algorithms along with the research issues they address. Spatial clustering algorithms are reviewed because aspects of these algorithms are utilized by our Spatial Query Processing Systems's routing infrastructure (discussed later).
In [2] , Bandyopadhyay et al. described a distributed hierarchical clustering algorithm that is able to reduce the communication costs associated with sensor nodes reporting gathered information to the access point.
Dimensions [5] creates a clustering hierarchy that utilizes wavelets to encode sensor data in order to reduce the energy costs associated with delivering results to users. Dimensions has done a preliminary analysis showing that if the data contained at nodes in the sensor network exhibit high spatial and temporal correlations the reconstruction error of the wavelet will be reduced.
In [4] , Estrin et al. argues that global or distributed algorithms will not scale well in terms of energy consumption as the size of the sensor network increases. This paper proposes the utilization of clusters as a means of sensor nodes efficiently coordinating their local interactions in order to satisfy a global objective.
Leach [7] designs an approach that periodically reselects cluster heads in order to minimize the variance between sensor nodes time of death (the time a node fails).
In [15] , a distributed clustering protocol capable of providing fairly uniformly distribution of cluster heads (in comparison to other clustering algorithms) is proposed. Ensuring that clusters meet these requirements is desirable since they uniformly distribute the workload (energy consumption) required by each cluster heads. Our proposals also mitigate the workload across multiple nodes.
In [12] , Pattem et al. clusters nodes that exhibit a high degree of spatial correlation for a sensed phenomenon in order to improve the compression of data packets. Through analytical derivations and simulations they have ascertained the optimal size of a cluster for a wide range for spatial correlations. The idea of incorporating spatial correlations of data in the cluster formation provides motivation for our Semantic Query Processing System (discussed later).
Query Processing Infrastructures
In this section, we discuss distributed query processing systems. For each approach, we assume nodes represent each attribute's metadata with a separate histogram and nodes are static with respect to movement. In addition, we assume that queries are injected at a single access point and are long running in nature. In respect to metadata, the characteristics of each node's histograms (number of buckets, size of buckets, distribution of values within a bucket) will be the same for each node. For each histogram, the number of buckets is 30 and the distribution of the values within each bucket is assumed to be uniform. The size of a bucket is dependent on the attribute the histogram is representing. In this paper we assume all query processing protocols utilize the same representation for metadata. To disambiguate terminologies, when discussing our proposed approaches this paper refers to clusters as Query Groups (QG) 1 .
Fully Distributed Query Processing System
A simple modification to the CQPS is to duplicate the query optimizer at every node (create N QGs such that N is the number of nodes in the sensor network (see Figure 2) ). This approach was proposed to examine the upper bound 
Figure 2. Fully Distributed Query Processing
on the number of nodes performing query optimization (the CQPS is the lower bound since 1 node performs query optimization). In this approach, queries received by the access point are disseminated throughout the sensor network. Nodes receiving the query will utilize their local query optimizer to generate a query plan. Each nodes query optimizer will determine the nodes query plan based only on the local metadata of the node. Each node will then perform the query plan generated by its query optimizer at a predefined time and route the results to the access point via the routing tree. In this paper, we refer to this system as the Fully Distributed Query Processing System (FDQPS). The advantage of this approach is that it creates efficient query plans while removing the need to perform metadata collection. Query optimizers will generate efficient query plans since each node performs query optimization based only on its local metadata. In addition, since query optimization is performed at each sensor node, the energy cost to disseminate metadata packets is alleviated (i.e. each node can suppress sending their metadata). The disadvantages of this approach is that 1) every node consumes energy in query optimization; 2) it does not address aggregation of data packets since the infrastructure is still based on the routing tree (discussed above).
Spatial Query Processing System
An alternative approach to query processing is to distribute query optimization to K nodes, such that K <= number of nodes in the sensor network (see Figure 3 ). This 
Figure 3. Spatial Query Processing System
approach was proposed to examine the query processing infrastructure when the number of nodes performing query optimization is between the lower bound (CQPS) and upper bound (FDQPS). In this approach, spatial clustering algorithms are utilized to generate QGs within the sensor network. The number of QGs derived by our query processing system is based on the radius of a QG. Radius refers to the maximum distance (in hops) between a non cluster head (NCH) node and its corresponding cluster head (CH) node. In this paper, we refer to this system as the Spatial Query Processing System (SQPS). The pseudo-code in Algorithms 1 and 2 illustrate respectively how the SQPS's infrastructure is derived and how it processes queries. In this approach, the CH node in each QG is responsible for collecting metadata from the sensor nodes in its QG along with performing query optimization and data aggregation. Our system strives to create a set of QGs that: 1) provide relatively uniform distribution of CH nodes; 2) choose CH nodes with high remaining energy; 3) choose CH nodes that are spatially close to the access point. Design aspects adapted from [4, 3, 2, 15] are utilized in our schemes. In addition, our query processing system provides means to perform intelligent adaptations of the query processing infrastructure based on the nature of queries active in the sensor network. In line 15 (Algorithms 1) we determine the QG a NCH node participates in based on the number of queries that both the NCH node and the QGs CH node are participating in. This increases the chances data packets generated by the NCH node are aggregated at its corresponding CH and ensures that query plans generated by a CH node is valid for a large set of nodes the CH nodes QG. In other words, given a NCH node N that is participating in a set of queries S N and has heard from a set of CH nodes SCH, node N will select the CH i ∈ SCH that has the greatest cardinality S) CHi ∩ S) N ) . If a NCH node participating in QG receives a message from a CH node with greater query pattern, the NCH node will join the new QG and cancel its participation in the old QG. To cancel participation in a QG, a NCH node will send a cancelParticipation message to the QGs CH node. The set of nodes AN ∈ N that hear the RTBR message will set a Promotion Timer (PT) based on their (current energy, level in routing tree, random timer). 6: When node X i 's ∈ AN PT expires the node X i will: 7: if X i ∈ QG 1..N then 8: Maintain as a NCH node 9: else 10: Create a new Query Group QG X i in which you are the CH node (X i ∈ QG X i ). 11: Node X i send a pathEnforeMsg to AP i to re-enforce the path between it and the AP i . 12: Node X i send out a clusterHeadNotificationMsg to notify all nodes within M hops of node X i that it is a CH node. 13: end if 14: The set of NCH node's P ∈ SN hearing node X i 's clusterHeadNotificationMsg will: 15: if The Query Pattern between node P i and X i is the greatest (By default all nodes have a Query Pattern of 0) then 16: Node P i will join Query Group QG X i 17: end if 18: To maintain the infrastructure periodically restart algorithm from step 4 .
The first advantage of this approach is that it alleviates the costs associated with collecting metadata (compared to
Queries received by a CH node X i will perform query optimization based on the metadata it has collected from nodes in QG X i . 3: CH node X i will disseminate the query plan to all nodes in QG X i . 4: Nodes receiving the query plan will execute it at a predefined time and return aggregated results to their corresponding CH node. 5: When all data packets have been received by a CH node, it will forward the received data packets in aggregated form to the access point the CQPS). Less energy is required to collect metadata since CH nodes are omitted from sending their metadata packets (CH nodes do not send metadata packets since they perform query optimization). The second advantage of this approach is that it alleviates on average the costs associated with performing query optimization (compared to the FDQPS). Query optimization is reduced on average since fewer nodes perform query optimization (only CH nodes perform query optimization). The third advantage of this approach is that it provides on average more efficient query plans (compared to the CQPS). Query plans on average are more efficient since a smaller subset of nodes define the metadata utilized by a query optimizer (discussed above). The final advantage of this approach is that it performs more efficient aggregation of data packets (compared to the CQPS and the FDQPS). To clarify, since each NCH node chooses a QG based on the greatest query pattern, data generated by the NCH has a high probability of being aggregated at the CH node. The disadvantages of this approach are 1) query plans are still not guaranteed to be efficient for all nodes in a QG 2) additional energy is required to create and maintain the routing infrastructure (routing tree in addition to QGs).
Semantic Query Processing System
Another approach to query processing is to utilize nodes innate semantic and temporal characteristics [16, 6] in the design of the query processing infrastructure. In this approach sensor nodes with similar metadata will be formed into K QGs (K <= number of nodes in the sensor network). This approach was proposed to examine the energy consumption of the sensor network when semantic (rather then spatial) property of nodes are utilized to dictate the set of nodes to perform query optimization. The number of QGs derived by our clustering algorithm is based on the similarity (discussed later). In this paper, we refer to this system as the Semantic Query Processing System (SEQPS). An example of the infrastructure derived by the SEQPS is illustrated in Figure 4 . Note that, in Figure 4 , QGs are not denoted by a circle and each node is depicted as having direct communication with its corresponding CH. These changes are aesthetic in nature, and are made only to help illustrate the algorithm 
Figure 4. Semantic Query Processing System
(i.e. this algorithm still employs multi-hop routing). In Figure 4 , two QGs are defined, one consists of nodes 1-9 and the other consists of the remaining nodes, nodes 9 and 15 are CHs.
The pseudo-code in Algorithms 3 and 2 illustrate respectively how the SEQPS's infrastructure is derived and how it processes queries. Note that, the SEQPS utilizes the same protocol as the SQPS to process queries. Our algorithm to form QGs strives to choose CH nodes that: 1) have similar metadata to the largest subset of nodes in the sensor network; 2) have high remaining energy; 3) are spatially close to the access point. To our knowledge, we are the first to utilize sensor networks innate semantic and temporal characteristics in a query processing system.
Algorithm 3
Pseudo-code to create the infrastructure (Semantic Query Processing System) 1: Lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Algorithm 1 are equivalent in this algorithm. 2: The set of nodes AN ∈ N that hear the RTBR message will flood a packet containing their metadata referred to as the advertiseMsg. 3: Each node N i ∈ AN will set a timer to allow their advertiseMsg to reach all nodes AN . 4: if Metadata in an advertiseMsg is similar to node N i 's metadata then 5: Node N i will save info about the node Xy that initiated the advertiseMsg. 6: end if 7: When a node N i 's advertiseTimer expires it will set a Promotion Timer based on: it's current level in the routing tree, remaining energy, number of nodes it has similar metadata with, random timer. 8: At this stage the algorithm will perform the same as the SQPS except a node's clusterHeadNotificationMsg will contain the node id of all nodes that have similar metadata along with span the entire sensor network rather then M hops. In addition NCH nodes receiving the clusterHeadNotificationMsg will only choose CH nodes that have similar metadata. A NCH node and CH node have similar metadata if the NCH node's id is specified in the CH's clusterHeadNotificationMsg.
Two well established mathematical approaches can be utilized to perform the similarity function (line 4 in Algorithm 3): Euclidean distance and earth movers distance
Proceedings of the Second Annual International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems: Networking and Services (MobiQuitous'05) [13, 8] . To dynamically re-adapt the query processing infrastructure, buckets of each attributes histograms will be weighted based on query frequency. This skews similarity to give a higher weight to the buckets that have the greatest impact in determining query plans. To determine the weight of buckets the query optimizer will increase the weight of a bucket every time the query optimizer consults the bucket for its frequency and decrease the weight of corresponding buckets when a query expires.
This approach has the advantages of the SQPS along with generates more energy efficient query plans. Since QGs are comprised of nodes with similar metadata, the variance between the difference in nodes metadata within the QG will be reduced. As a result, query plans will be more energy efficient since the metadata utilized by a CH to generate a query plan will be consistent with the metadata of nodes in its QG. The disadvantages of this approach is 1) the energy cost to create and maintain the infrastructure is greater (compared to the SQPS); 2) aggregation is not performed as efficient (compared to the SQPS). The cost to create and maintain the infrastructure is greater since: 1) initially each node must send out an advertiseMsg to ascertain nodes with similar metadata; 2) advertiseMsgs and promotionMsgs must flood the entire network rather then M hops (M hops is the radius of a QG). Not limiting the spatial size of a QG also increases the distance between a NCH node and its corresponding CH resulting in an increase in the energy cost associated with collecting metadata and routing data packets. For instance, Figure 4 , illustrates the infrastructure derived by the SEQPS. Assume, in this example, nodes 2, 1, 6 route data to CH 9 utilizing the independent paths [14, 15, 9] , [13, 11, 9] , [12, 10, 9] respectively. Utilizing this approach nodes 10,11,13,14,15 have to route additional packets (i.e. data packets from nodes 1, 2 and 6). A better approach would utilize both node's spatial and semantic properties. For example, create a QG that consists of nodes 1-6 and another that consists of nodes 7-9, assume node 1 and 9 are chosen as CH nodes. In this case, a data packet generated by nodes 1-6 will be sent to 1, which in turn aggregates the data packet with it's local data and sends it to the AP. This approach is favorable since nodes 14,15,9,12,10,9 do not route additional data packets.
Hybrid Query Processing System
The final approach to query processing (see Figure 5 ) is a hybrid of the SQPS and SEQPSs. In this approach, QGs will be comprised of nodes that have similar metadata, and that are spatially close to their corresponding CH node. This algorithm was proposed to examine the energy consumption of the sensor network as the combination of nodes semantic and spatial characteristics are utilized to determine the set of nodes to perform query optimization. In this paper, we refer to this system as the Hybrid Query Processing System (HQPS). Our algorithm to form QGs strives to choose CH nodes that: 1) have similar metadata to the largest subset of nodes within the CHs spatial vicinity; 2) have high remaining energy; 3) are spatially close to the access point; 4) are uniformly distributed within the sensor network. To achieve these goals the SEQPS algorithm will be modified to limit the range of each nodes advertiseMsg and clusterHeadNotificationMsg message to the subset of nodes that are within M (M is the radius of a QG) hops of the CH. Note that, the HQPS utilizes the same algorithm as the SQPS and SE-QPS to perform query processing. This algorithm is defined in Algorithm 2. The advantages of this approach is that it provides both the benefits of the SEQPS and SQPS. This algorithms disadvantage is that is requires (like the SEQPS) additional energy to create and maintain the infrastructure.
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate our proposed approaches, experiments utilizing NS-2 network simulator were conducted. The goal of our experiments were to: 1) dictate that decentralizing query processing significantly reduces energy costs; 2) dictate that the spatial and semantic properties of nodes are influential in designing a decentralized query processing system.
Experimental Settings
In all experiments, the sensor network consisted of 50 static nodes distributed in a fixed area (900m * 900m). The position of a node was dictated by 1) uniform distribution; 2) the coordinates (scaled accordingly) of a subset of nodes given by The Joint Institute for the Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (JISAO) [1] . Data obtained from JISAO represents a node's metadata in our experiments.
In all experiments, simulations ran for 50000 milliseconds and were repeated 25 times to obtain the average results. Infrastructure maintenance is performed every 30000 milliseconds and metadata is collected every 10000 milliseconds. At the beginning of the simulation, multiple queries were injected at the access point. Each query would specify the type of query (MIN, MAX, AVERAGE, MEDIAN, SUM) along with a specification of data acquisition. In our experiments, each query specified sensor nodes to perform data acquisition by continuously polling and aggregating results from its sensor table every 50 milliseconds (event based queries are left for future work) [11] . The queries we consider are of the form [11] :
When performing acquisition, our query optimizer will choose from a fixed set (typically 6) of query plans based on the selectivity of the query predicates and the energy cost associated with sensing the phenomenon. We assume nodes utilize 0.075 Joules to sample each sensor. We argue, that future sensors will utilize more energy because they will be more complex in nature (i.e. video cameras, thermal imaging units).
The metric chosen to evaluate the performance is average dissipated energy. This metric measures the ratio of the average energy consumed by all sensor nodes to the number of data packets received by the access point (data packets refer to packets that contain query results). Utilizing this metric we can obtain the energy query processing consumes at each sensor node, allowing us to indirectly extrapolate a sensor node's lifetime. Note that, that a small changes in average dissipated energy is significant since it only measures the energy required to deliver 1 data packet to the AP. In long running queries multiple packets (in excess of 1000) are generated and routed by each node. As such, a small change in average dissipated energy will amount to significant energy savings.
Simulation Results
In this section, we conduct experiments to compare the CQPS to our proposed query processing systems. First we perform experiments to obtain the optimal similarity of the SEQPS (under our experimental settings). Second, we perform experiments to obtain the optimal radius of the SQPS (under our experimental settings). Third, we conduct experiments to determine the optimal radius and similarity of the HQPS (under our experimental settings). Fourth, we conduct experiments to determine the effects of query frequency. Finally, we perform experiments to evaluate the scalability of our approaches.
Similarity in SEQPS
The first experiment ascertained the optimal similarity of the SEQPS. As dictated by Figure 6 the optimal similarity is 0-9 for the uniform distribution and 10-19 for the JISAO distribution. Note that in the JISAO distribution only a fraction of energy reduction is obtained when the similarity is between 10-19. However, even a small variance in average dissipated energy is significant since it only reflects the energy required to deliver 1 packet to the AP. Also note, that in our settings when the similarity parameter is 0-9 the SE-QPS (in addition to the HQPS) derives QGs that contain a single node (i.e. they derive the FDQPS). No QGs will be comprised of more than 1 node when the similarity parameter is 0-9 since no two nodes have similar metadata. Again, in this experiment the optimal similarity is 0-9 and 10-18 for the uniform and JISAO distributions, respectively. The optimal similarity is 0-9 for the uniform distribution because it exhibits a low correlation between spatial distance and metadata similarity. As a result, nodes that have similar metadata may be spatially distant. To exemplify, the average distance (in hops) between two nodes that have similar metadata (i.e. similarity > 9) is 2.13 for the uniform distribution and 1.31 for the JISAO distribution. Decreasing the correlation between spatial distance and metadata similarity, increases the number of nodes on the path between a NCH and it's corresponding CH. As discussed, this directly correlates to an increase in energy consumption as aggregation is performed in-efficiently. Therefore, it can be inferred, that if nodes are uniformly distrib-uted, the ability of the SEQPS to derive efficient query plans is outweighed by it's inability to perform efficient aggregation. We will not further evaluate the SEQPS for the unform distribution since optimally it derives the FDQPS. The SE-QPS performs optimal in the JISAO distribution when the similarity parameter is 10-19 because it balances aggregation and query execution. For future experiments analyzing the SEQPS the optimal similarity (as dictated by Figure 6 ) is utilized. 
Radius in SQPS
The second experiment ascertained the optimal radius of the SQPS. As dictated by Figure 7 , the optimal radius is 2 and 3 for the uniform and JISAO distributions, respectively. In addition, this graph dictates that the SQPS utilizes more energy if the topology is uniformly distributed. The SQPS is not efficient when the topology is uniformly distributed because it does not derive efficient query plans. As discussed, nodes in the uniform distribution exhibit a low correlation between spatial distance and metadata similarity. A low correlation diversifies the data distribution of node's comprising a QG. As a result, the metadata (utilized by a CH to perform query optimization), does not accurately represent the metadata of the nodes in it's QG (as discussed, this increases the energy associated with query execution). Therefore, it can be derived from this experiment that the Spatial Query Processing System will not be as efficient for topologies that exhibit a low correlation between spatial distance and metadata similarity. For future experiments analyzing the SQPS, the optimal radius (as dictated by Figure 7 ) will be utilized. 
Radius and Similarity in HQPS
The third experiment ascertained the optimal radius and similarity of the HQPS. As dictated by Figure 8 , the HQPS performs optimal when QGs have certain spatial and semantic characteristics, radius of 2 and similarity of 17 for the uniform distribution and radius of 3 and similarity of 17 for the JISAO distribution. In addition, Figure 8 (b) dictates that (unlike the SEQPS) the HQPS is efficient for topologies that exhibit a low correlation between spatial distance and metadata similarity. The HQPS is able to perform efficiently for these distributions since the QGs it derives are: 1) bounded in spatial size; 2) are comprised of nodes that exhibit similar metadata. First, bounding the spatial size of a QG alleviates the energy cost associated with routing packets (metadata and data) by alleviating the distance (in hops) from a NCH node to a CH node (discussed in the context of the SQPS).
Second, utilizing the similarity variable increases the efficiency of query plans by guaranteing that nodes comprising a QG have similar metadata (discussed in the context of the SEQPS). For future experiments analyzing the HQPS the optimal radius and similarity (as dictated by Figure 8 will be utilized.
The impact of query frequency
The fourth experiment was conducted in order to determine the effects of query frequency. In this experiment, the frequency that duplicate queries are injected into the sensor network is increased. As dictated by Figure 9 When infrastructure maintenance is performed these algorithms will utilize query frequency to: 1) intelligently determine CH nodes; 2) weight the similarity parameter (SEQPS and HQPS). First, intelligently choosing CH nodes based on query frequency increases the number of duplicate queries that both a NCH and it's corresponding CH are performing. This guarantees that data packets generated by the NCH node are aggregated at its corresponding CH node. Second, weighting metadata similarity based on the query pattern allows the similarity parameter to more accurately represent the true similarity between a NCH node and its corresponding CH. As a result, the data distribution of node's comprising a Query Group will be less diversified (results in more efficient query plans).
Scalability
The final experiment increased the number of queries in the sensor network in order to determine: 1) the scalability of each query processing approach; 2) the most energy efficient query processing approach. First in terms of scalability, each query processing approaches average dissipated energy will decrease asymptotically as the number of queries in the sensor network increase (see Figure 10) . The average dissipated energy will decrease because the initial energy cost associated with deriving the infrastructure is amortized by a larger number of relatively low energy cost operations (i.e. routing data packets). Second, the HQPS has the lowest average dissipated energy (as expected). However, as dictated by Figure 10(a) , the SEQPS average dissipated energy is only slightly greater then the HQPS for the JISAO distribution. Since the JISAO distribution exhibits a correlation between metadata similarity and spatial distance (as discussed), the SEQPS's similarity parameter will (like HQPS's radius parameter) bound the spatial distance between a NCH node and it's corresponding CH node. As a result, QGs derived by the SEQPS will be similar to those derived by the HQPS.
Conclusion
In this paper we showed that the centralized query processing system inefficiently collects metadata, does not generate efficient query plans and inefficiently aggregates data packets. In addition, this paper has shown that these problems are alleviated if query processing is decentralized. Finally, this paper proposed several approaches to decentralize query processing in sensor networks. These approaches (to our knowledge) are the first to decentralize query processing along with utilize sensor node's innate semantic characteristics. Analysis has dictated that: 1) decentralizing query processing is beneficial in terms of reducing energy consumption 2) both spatial and semantic characteristics should be utilized in the derivation of a distributed query processing system. In addition, analysis has shown that the infrastructure should adapt based on the query pattern.
In this research we assumed the radius of a QG (in the SQPS and HQPS) and the similarity parameter (in the SE-QPS and HQPS) are innately known. Determining these parameters is an NP complete problem. In the future we plan on examining heuristics that will generate relatively efficient QGs. In addition, in this research we assumed all queries are injected at a single AP. Our future research will release this constraint to determine it's effect on our proposed query processing systems.
